ABSTRACT In today's era of developed network, it is particularly important to ensure the security of information. Secret image sharing is a kind of secret information protection technology with loss tolerance by sharing a secret image to a number of shadow images. Most of the researches on secret image sharing focus on grayscale images, but the images we use in our daily life are mostly in color, so the research on the secret image sharing for color image is very meaningful and has great application value. The traditional color image sharing scheme is to share and recover R, G, and B color planes separately, which cause that the time of sharing and recovering one color image is at least triple that of sharing and recovering one grayscale image with the same size as the color image. In this paper, we propose an efficient and lossless secret image sharing scheme for color images. We concatenate the R, G, and B values of every color pixel into a long integer and share it by the polynomial-based secret image sharing, thus the sharing efficiency of color images is greatly improved by reducing the number of sharing operations to 1/3 of the traditional scheme. And we achieve lossless recovery by taking GF(16777259) as the finite field of polynomial operations. 16777259 is the smallest prime number greater than 2 24 − 1, so we intend to screen the random numbers to drop the invalid share values. Theoretical analyses and experiments are used to prove the effectiveness of the proposed scheme.
I. INTRODUCTION
Along with the progress of computer network technique and the coming of information times, almost everyone has a smartphone, and many people also have a digital camera. We often use them to take pictures in our daily life to record some image information, and we share and transmit the digital image on the Internet. Although computers and smartphones make it easy for us to transmit image information, transmitting important or secret images over the Internet, such as those used by the commercial enterprises or military, is likely to pose certain dangers. Attackers or espionages can monitor the Internet to detect and capture valuable images. So the corresponding image protection mechanism should be adopted to ensure the security of secret image transmission.
The most common image protection technologies are encryption [1] , [2] and information hiding [3] , [4] . Encryption
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can encrypt the secret image into noise-like image, so that the attacker cannot see any secret information. However, the noise-like image is easily suspected to contain secret information by the attacker, so the attacker will destroy or even crack the original secret image, resulting in the destruction and disclosure of the original secret image. Information hiding can make up for the shortcoming of encryption. It can embed the secret image into the understandable carrier image, so that the attacker will not suspect the existence of the secret information, so as to effectively evade the attack. However, both technologies are singlecarrier transmission, and once the carrier is damaged or lost in the transmission process, the original secret information cannot be recovered. And if multiple copies of the carrier are made, the probability of secret information leakage will be increased.
In 1979, Shamir [5] and Blakley et al. [6] proposed secret sharing(SS) scheme independently. As a method of data protection, the scheme has the characteristic of (k, n) threshold, which means that a secret data can be devided into n parts, and the secret data can be recovered by any not less than k parts, but any less than k parts will not recover any information. In 1994, Naor and Shamir [7] were the first to apply secret sharing to images, they proposed the visual secret image(VSS), which can recover the secret image without any computation [8] , [9] . In 2002, Thien and Lin [10] applied Shamir's SS scheme to grayscale images, so that a secret image can be devided into n shadow images, and the secret image can be recovered by any not less than k shadow images, but less than k shadow images will not recover any information about secret image.
Shamir shares the data through the polynomial shown below, and recovers the data through Lagrange interpolation.
All the operations of the polynomial are in the finite field of GF(p), and the p has to be a prime number. In the sharing phase, a 0 is embedded with the secret information, and other coefficients are embedded with random values. Then the corresponding sharing value can be obtained by setting x value. Thien and Lin's secret image sharing(SIS) scheme embeds all coefficients with secret pixel values to generate smaller shadow images. In a grayscale image, each pixel has 256 possible values and 256 is not a prime number, so the largest prime number 251 less than 256 is adopted as p. All pixel values larger than 250 will be truncated by moduloing 251, which leads to lossy recovery. Besides, in order to eliminate the correlation between adjacent pixels, the original image pixels should be scrambled before sharing by a key. Inspired by Thien and Lin, most of the researchers proposed many methods to improve SIS schemes, such as reducing the size of shadow images [11] , recovering the original image losslessly [12] - [14] and creating a sharing matrix to implement the sharing operation [15] , etc. And there are other secret image sharing methods based on China remainder theorem(CRT) [16] , [17] . However, these researches focus on grayscale images, but the images we use in our daily life are mostly in color. In order to have practical value, we need to effectively apply the SS scheme to the color images.
Secret color image sharing is a scheme that can share color image to participants. The traditional secret color image sharing scheme is to share and recover the R, G, and B color planes separately [18] - [20] , which cause that the time of sharing and recovering one color image is at least triple that of sharing and recovering one grayscale image with the same size as the color image. Since the traditional polynomialbased SIS schemes share image in the finite field of GF(251), the pixel values between [251,255] cannot be properly shared. Then the recover image will have some information loss.
In this paper, we propose an efficient and lossless secret sharing scheme for color images based on shamir's polynomial-based secret sharing scheme. We concatenate the three components of every RGB pixel into a long integer and share it by the polynomial-based secret sharing, which greatly improves the sharing efficiency of color images by reducing the number of sharing operations to 1/3 of traditional scheme. And we achieve lossless recovery by taking GF(16777259) as the finite field of polynomial operations. 16777259 is the smallest prime number greater than 2 24 − 1(16777215), so we need to filter out invalid values between [16777216, 16777258] . Analysis and experimental results show that the proposed scheme can improve the efficiency of color image sharing and recovering and effectively realize lossless recovery
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The polynomial-based SIS scheme are reviewed briefly in Section II. Section III introduces our efficient SIS method for color image in detail. The experimental results and analyses are shown in Section IV. Finally, the conclusions are drawn in Section V.
II. PRELIMINARIES
In this section we review some of the basics of SS to better understand our work. First we describe the most basic polynomial-based SS principle which proposed by Shamir. And then we introduce how Thien and Lin applied SS to images. Finally the traditional secret color image sharing scheme is introduced breifly.
A. SHAMIR'S POLYNOMIAL-BASED SS SCHEME
Shamir's SS scheme, also known as (k, n) threshold scheme, is for integers in the finite field of GF(p). (k, n) threshold scheme satisfies the following three conditions:
The secret data D can generate n parts by the polynomial. (2) Any not less than k parts can recover the secret data D. (3) Any less than k parts will not recover any information. The scheme is based on the polynomial f (x) = a 0 + a 1 x + · · · + a k−1 x k−1 mod p in which a 0 = D, the other k − 1 coefficients are assigned randomly, and n pieces is calculated by We get n pairs (i, D i ) by sharing as follows:
We just have to have k equations of the Equation (2) to solve the original encryption function f (x) by Lagrange interpolation as follows.
That is to say, in theory if we have any k pairs of n pairs (i, D i ), we can obtain the data D by a 0 = f (0). 
B. SECRET IMAGE SHARING
In 2002, Thien and Lin applied SS to images and proposed SIS, which can divide a secret image S into n shadow imagesSC 1 , SC 2 , · · · , SC n , and k or more shadow images can recover the original secret image. For easier transmission, storage, and hiding, the method embeds the continuous k pixels in the image into the k coefficients of f (x), thus each k secret pixels will generate one pixel of every shadow image, so every shadow image size is 1/k of the original secret image. But because the adjacent pixels of the image are correlated, if the secret image is not encrypted before sharing, there will be obvious information leakage in the shadow images. In order to increase the security, the method permutes the pixels of the secret image before the sharing phase.
Because the range of gray image pixel value is [0,255] and 256 is not a prime number, the prime number p should be the largest prime number 251 less than 256, which leads to the pixels between 251 and 255 can not be recovered correctly.Then part of the original secret image information will be lost after recovery. At the same time they also introduced how to achieve lossless recovery. However in the sharing and recovering phases, the image and array should be converted to each other, and the relationship of size between the value of each pixel and the prime number 251 needs to be judged. At the same time, the shadow images only have pixels whose value are between 0 and 250, and the size of shadow image is larger than 1/k of the original image.
C. TRADITIONAL SECRET COLOR IMAGE SHARING
Digital color image is a three-dimensional matrix as shown in Figure 1 which is the matrix of a color image of size 2 × 2. Each pixel of a color image contains three components which are also known as the RGB model: red, green, and blue. R (red), G (green), and B (blue) components are represented by 8 bits, thus a pixel can represent 2 8 × 2 8 × 2 8 = 2 24 colors, so that the RGB model includes almost all the colors that human eyes can perceive. Figure 2 shows how the traditional scheme shares a color image by the traditional polynomial-based secret image sharing(TPSIS). Previous color image sharing schemes are to share and recover the R, G, and B color planes separately. In other word, we need to share each component of each pixel of the color image independently. So if we share a color image of size A × B, we need to call the sharing function 3 × A × B times.
III. PROPOSED METHOD
Our scheme is also based on shamir's polynomial secret sharing scheme. The difference is that we use GF(16777259) as the finite field of polynomial operations to share three components of RGB together and implement lossless recovery.
Each pixel of a color image have three components of RGB, and the value range of each component is [0, 255] , that is, each component corresponds to a byte of 8 bits in length. To reduce the times of sharing, we transform the three components of RGB into a long integer by concatenating them, so the integer is 24 bits, and the value range is [0, 16777215].
The conversion method between RGB value and long integer is as flows:
Explanation of symbols: << : Left shift operator. >> : Right shift operator. % : Modulus operator.
The range of possible values of L is [0, 16777215], so the ideal value of p in polynomial modular operation is 16777216, but p must be a prime number, and we hope to achieve lossless recovery, so we choose the smallest prime number 16777259 larger than 16777216 as the value of p. And we need to screen the random numbers to drop the invalid share values between [16777216, 1677258] .
The proposed polynomial-based secret sharing(PSIS) scheme is as the Figure 3 . The input is the long integer L, which is generated by concatenating the R, G, and B values of one color pixel.
There are two processes of secret image sharing. One is the process of sharing, and the other is the process of recovering the original image. Next, we introduce in detail how our scheme can better realize the sharing and recovery of color images. Figure 4 shows how every pixel in the image is shared.
A. SHARING PROCEDURE
In the sharing phase, for every pixel in the secret color image, first we transform the three components of RGB into a long integer, and the long integer is embeded into the first coefficient a 0 . Random numbers between [0,16777258] are assigned to the rest of the coefficients, and then we can calculate the different sharing values by assigning different values to x. However, if the sharing process generates an invalid value in [16777216,16777258], we will regenerate a new set of random numbers to share again untill all shared values are between [0,16777258]. Finally, the Shared value is converted to RGB value and assigned to the corresponding shadow image. The detailed color image sharing process is given in Algorithm 1.
B. RECOVERY PROCEDURE
In the recovery phase, for every pixel in the shadow images, first we transform the three components of RGB into a long integer, and f (x) can be solved by Lagrange interpolation
Algorithm 1 The Sharing Phase of Polynomial-Based SIS for Color Images
Input: The threshold parameters (k, n), n different serial numbers x 1 , x 2 , · · · , x n , a secret color image S with size of A × B. Output: n shadow images SC 1 , SC 2 , · · · , SC n .
Step 1: For every secret pixel in each position(a,
Step 2: Concatenate the three components of RGB into a long integer s.
Step 3: Set the coefficients: a 0 = s, a 1 , · · · , a k−1 are assigned randomly in GF(16777259).
Step 4: For every serial number x i (i ∈ [1, n]), repeat Steps 5-6 until all n shared values have been computed.
Step 5: Compute the shared value f (x i ) by the polynomial
Step 6: If f (x i ) > 16777215, return to Step 3 and redo Steps 3-6. Else continue.
Step 7: Transform all the shared values f (
into the three components of RGB and assign the RGB value to the corresponding shadow image.
Step 8 
Step 2: Concatenate the three components of RGB into a long integer f (i j ).
Step 3:
Step 4:
Step 5: Output the secret image S.
formula, so a 0 = f (0) is the long integer converted by the original secret pixel. Finally, the value of f (0) is converted to RGB value and assigned to the corresponding secret image. The detailed color image recovery process is given in Algorithm 2.
C. PERFORMANCE AND FEASIBILITY ANALYSES
Set the size of the secret color image as A × B, then the image has A × B pixels, and each pixel of the color image has three values, namely the RGB values. The traditional color image sharing scheme is to share and recover the R, G, and B color planes separately, so that a total of 3×A×B sharing operations are required. In our scheme, the RGB values of each pixel are concatenated together for sharing, so that A × B sharing operations are needed in total. Same situation with recovery. Although the number of sharing and recovery operations of our scheme is 1/3 of that in the traditional scheme, the time efficiency is not three times that of the traditional scheme. Because two conversions, the RGB value to the long integer conversion and its reverse conversion, are needed for sharing or recovering every color pixel, share a color image size of A × B will carry out 2 × A × B conversion operations. The conversion operation is simply shift, add, and modulo operations, so the total efficiency of our scheme is still higher than the traditional scheme.
In order to achieve lossless recovery, we use the minimum prime number 16777259 greater than 16777215 as the value of the prime number p of the finite field GF(p), and screen the random numbers to drop the invalid share values between [16777216, 16777258] . Because all the coefficients except a 0 of the polynomial (1) are assigned randomly, the sharing values are randomly generated in [0,16777258]. The probability of generating an invalid shared value is as follows:
Through calculation, it can be known that the probability of sharing an invalid value in a sharing operation is very small. Then the number of pixels that need to be re-shared in the sharing process of a color image is very small, so the sharing efficiency will almost not be affected. The average number of times of generating invalid value when sharing a color image is given in the experiment section.
IV. EXPERIMENTS AND COMPARISONS
In this section, we will show the experimental results of our proposed scheme and compare it with the traditional scheme to illustrate the advantages of our scheme.
A. EFFECT OF PROPOSED SCHEME
Without loss of generality, we set k = 3, n = 3 to evaluate the function of the proposed (k, n) threshold color image secret sharing scheme. Theoretically, the secret image can be shared into three shadow images, and only if the number of shadow images is equal to 3 can the original secret image be recovered; otherwise no secret information can be recovered. Figure 5 gives the experimental results for (3, 3) threshold. Figure 5 (a) is the original secret image with the size of 512×512. Figure 5 (b,f,j) are the shadow images generated by our sharing scheme, and their size is 512 × 512, just like the original image. According to the 9 distribution histograms of pixel values in Figure 5 , pixel values are uniformly distributed in the interval of [0, 255] , so the shadow images will not reveal secret information. The experimental results in Figure 5 (n-q) show that when only two shadow images participate in the recovery, no secret information can be recovered. Figure 5(q) show that when the number of shadow images involved in recovery is equal to k, the original secret image can be recovered losslessly. And through experiments, we calculate that the average number of times of generating invalid value when sharing a color image is 3. Therefore, the experimental results are in line with the expected theoretical analyses results, which indicates that the proposed scheme is effective.
B. COMPARISON WITH TRADITIONAL SCHEME
In this section, we will compare the time efficiency and the effect of lossless recovery of our method with the traditional scheme.
1) TIME EFFICIENCY
The cost time of sharing and recovering of the proposed scheme and traditional scheme are compared to analyse the efficiency. To make the experiment more convincing, we share and recover 20 different color images with the size of 512 × 512 and calculated the average time spent. It can be seen from the above results that our method greatly improves the time efficiency of sharing and recovering color images compared with the traditional scheme. The sharing efficiency is more than twice that of the traditional scheme, the recovery efficiency is nearly twice that of the traditional scheme, and the total efficiency is about twice that of the traditional scheme.
2) EFFECT OF LOSSLESS RECOVERY
Here we set k = 3, n = 4 to compare the effect of recovering image of two schemes, and in both schemes we use shadow image SC 1 , SC 2 , and SC 3 to recover. Figure 6(a) is the secret image with the size of 512 × 512. (b) Figure 6 (b) is the image recovered by the traditional scheme. It can be seen that some information loss as shown in the yellow mark on the figure. Figure 6(c) ,the recover image of the proposed scheme, obviously have not any information lost compared to the original image.
Each pixel of a color image has three components, and the traditional scheme shares three components separately, so once the value of one component is greater than 250, the pixel cannot be recovered properly. Therefore, if the traditional scheme shares a special image as shown in Figure 7(a) , of which most components are greater than 250, it will recover an image as shown in Figure 7 (b) which is huge different from the original one. And the proposed scheme can still recover the original image losslessly as shown in Figure 7 (c).
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed an efficient and lossless polynomial-based secret sharing scheme for color images. Traditional secret color image sharing scheme is to share and recover the R, G, and B color planes separately, which will cause the time of the process of sharing and recovering is at least triple the process of sharing and recovering grayscale image which is the same size as the color image. Our method reduced the number of sharing and recovering operations to 1/3 of the traditional scheme by concatenating the three components of RGB into a long integer, so that the time efficiency of sharing and recovering color images are greatly improved compared with the traditional scheme. However, because the conversion between RGB values and long integers takes some time, the resulting total efficiency is about twice rather than triple that of the traditional scheme. In addition, the proposed scheme can also recover the original color image losslessly. In order to achieve lossless recovery, we use the minimum prime number 16777259 greater than 16777215 as the value of the prime number p of the finite field GF(p), and screen the random numbers to drop the invalid share values between [16777216, 16777258] . The validity of the proposed scheme is proved by experiments and theoretical analyses. How to reduce the size of shadow images of color images will be our future work.
